Abstract: Fast urbanization is a common feature of many developing human societies.
Introduction
It is only a slight exaggeration to say that modern urban planning was born in slums (Geddes, 1915 (Geddes, , 1917 Riis, 2009) . Whether it was triggered by the severe health crises in crowded 19 th century cities (Chadwick et al., 1843) or poor sanitary and environmental conditions in European (Halliday, 2009; Howard, 1902) , American (Riis, 2009) or Indian cities (Geddes, 1917) , early urban planners spent much of their time and energy analyzing urban slums, their history and investigating possible paths for their development.
As urban planning consolidated as a discipline of policy and practice (Hall, 2002) , two main frameworks developed to address the problems of informal land use and of crowded, unhealthy and polluted cities: total spatial reconstruction via master--planning (Le Corbusier, 1987; Lynch, 1960) versus gradual local evolution (Alexander, 1979; Jacobs, 1992; Turner, 1977) . For much of the 20 th century, a path to urban development that relied on redesign and reconstruction of cities on a massive scale, made possible by industrial methods of construction, was often pursued, though with mixed results.
Today, as we experience strong urbanization in developing nations and, likely, the final great expansion of cities worldwide, the successes and shortcomings of these two types of approach are clear and present. To what extent should Nairobi, Mumbai or Jakarta be largely re--planned and re--built using modern industrial methods, according to a master--plan? Or, alternatively, to what extent can their vast informal neighborhoods and intricate land use patterns organically develop into neighborhoods with access to formal urban services? Which development path leads to a better city now and for the indefinite future?
It is probably fair to say that the history of development interventions around the world speaks against the most extreme type of approaches, whether they correspond to total laissez--faire non--intervention or de novo construction (Cities Alliance; UN--Habitat, 2003 , 2014b United Nations, 2002) . In both cases, the main failure of policy is related to the fact that the mechanisms that create virtuous cycles of human development and economic growth between the physical city of infrastructure and urban services and the socioeconomic city of people and households are not developed, and may be destroyed by such extreme policies. Thus, approaching cities as complex adaptive systems, where space, infrastructure and socioeconomic life are explicitly interdependent is key to generating better knowledge and better solutions (Bettencourt, 2013; Bettencourt et al., 2007) .
While master--planning has many advantages, especially in terms of clarity of vision and ease of technical execution, its application to (poor) neighborhoods has many shortcomings ( UN--Habitat, 2014a , 2014b , with the consequence that it has been increasingly discouraged by international policy and development organizations (Cities Alliance; Moreno, 2003; UN--Habitat, 2014a) . This is mainly because large--scale development of neighborhoods or housing units for the poor tends to create spatially concentrated disadvantage (Florida and Mellander, 2014) and associated social and economic isolation that, despite immediate material improvements, perpetuates the processes that underlie poverty and exclusion. This problem has been recognized long ago, but it has remained difficulttechnically --for urban planners and policy makers to devise practical alternatives to master--planning that can quickly and sustainably transform neighborhoods and promptly solve associated environmental and health problems. Attempts at gradual approaches to neighborhood evolution are also very old and are well rooted in vernacular traditions in architecture and planning (Alexander, 1979; Hakim, 2014) . For example, these practices start to take form in modern urban planning in Patrick Geddes' proposals to develop neighborhoods in India almost a century ago (Tyrwhitt, 1947, pages 41-42) , (pages 40--59) .
For reasons we discuss below, his attempts deal with relative small city blocks and with particular access solutions and do not seem to be the result of a systematic approach. This is also the case of similar efforts today (UN--Habitat, 2014a), resulting in ad hoc practices that may achieve the goals of providing universal access to neighborhoods, but that are also typically slow because they are both technically and socially difficult. The systematic solution of the general Geddes' problem, of providing universal accesses to any neighborhood -at minimal disruption and cost --is the focus of this paper. We provide a general formal methodology, based on topology, to computationally construct such solutions and illustrate them with a set of applications to real neighborhoods in contemporary developing cities. While this formal method cannot address the very real social challenges of neighborhood change, it solves the technical problem quickly and efficiently, and thus frees up local resources to focus on social aspects.
We have shown elsewhere (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) how the topology of any city block can be systematically measured and understood via the mathematical analysis of the relationship between the space of places and accesses. In this paper, we analyze this problem further, give additional examples and detail how algorithms that create optimal access networks in any neighborhood work and can be used in practice. We start by showing how each block, in any city, can be classified by an integer number k, the block complexity. The magnitude of this number summarizes the difficulty of access to internal parcels in each block and tends to be high for large and dense slums. We show how to measure the block complexity of entire informal neighborhoods with many blocks and thus identify places most in need of intervention. We then show how minimizing the block complexity under constraints, related to street construction costs, leads to a sequence of constrained optimization problems whose solution is a universally accessible neighborhood with small travel costs between places. We call this process optimal reblocking. We illustrate the algorithms that achieve optimal solutions using a number of real examples and discuss some of their technical underpinnings. We finish with a discussion of the importance of detailed maps and systematic formal analysis to enable successful policy and action towards cities -and a world -without slums.
Materials and Methods

A. Data sources
The reblocking procedure requires parcel level maps for city blocks. These can be derived from nearly any source, including detailed historical maps, cadastral records, modern tax assessor maps, community generated structure--level maps and maps that have been digitized and geo--referenced from high--resolution satellite imagery and/or aerial photography. We have used several of these data sources as the basis of the research developed here, see also Ref. (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) .
The data for Figure 1 , Figure 2 and Figure 3 refer to an informal settlement in Epworth, a suburb of Harare, Zimbabwe (Epworth, Zimbabwe, 2015) . These maps and data We have made the algorithms to generate optimal reblocking publicly available on github and created a demonstration website (openreblock.org).
B. Block Complexity
We define a block complexity index, an integer number k=1,2,3,…, in terms of the topology of places inside each city block in relation to the existing access network. This procedure transforms a potentially complex geometric analysis problem into an algebraic problem using graph theory (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) . The procedure is illustrated in Figure 6 . It relies on the construction of successive weak dual graphs, starting with the parcel graph S0, where parcels are nodes and parcel boundaries are edges. Figure 6A shows a parcel level graph S0 with two internal parcels, outlined in red. From S0, we construct a new graph S1, by taking the centers of each parcel as nodes for S1 and connecting them by an edge whenever such parcels share a boundary, see Figure 6B (purple). The S1 graph represents parcels by nodes, while edges connect pairs of parcels that are immediate neighbors. Another new graph, S2, can be constructed from the weak dual of the S1 graph in the same manner as the S1 graph is constructed from the S0 graph. The S2 graph has a cycle around any parcel that is not accessible by road. A block is universally accessible if and only if the block's S2 graph is a tree (block complexity, k=2), a result proved formally in Ref. (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) . For blocks in which S2 is not a tree, successive dual graphs can be constructed in the same manner until some graph, Sk, is a tree (defining the block complexity, k >2). When Sk is a tree, it has no interior faces, and so graph Sk+1 has no vertices, defining k as a consistent index of block complexity. The block complexity, k, provides a formal and quantitative measure of the local difficulty of access: the larger it is the less accessible internal parcels in a bloc are. The block complexity also has a practical interpretation: any place in the block can be accessed by crossing no more than
boundaries, a result proved formally in Ref. (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) .
C. Topological optimization
Topological Optimization is the solution of a constrained optimization problem to render a block with complexity k>2 universally accessible. It systematically reduces k towards 2 by building the smallest length of accesses possible.
We define both strict and statistical approaches to the topological optimization problem. The strict optimization approach seeks to find the absolute smallest length of new accesses to be built to provide each interior parcel with access using a straightforward greedy search algorithm: In practice, after computing a given block's complexity, k, we identify all parcels represented by a node in the Sk graph, and then construct the shortest path along existing parcel boundaries that connects at least one Sk -level parcel to existing roads. This is the most direct way of reducing the maximum depth of the neighborhood.
This process is repeated until k < 3, which proves that there are no remaining interior parcels and renders the block universally accessible (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) .
The statistical optimization problem is similarly defined, but rather than selecting the strictly shortest path at each step, it selects one of the ! shortest available paths with
where l is the path length and α is a parameter controlling the probability that shorter or longer paths are admitted as solutions. There may be many configurations of paths that, although not the absolute shortest, have other advantages, and so this statistical approach leads to a more flexible and realistic set of possible solutions in practice. The statistical variation in access configurations introduced also means the solution can avoid some local optima, and so, in practice, the topological optimization procedure often finds results that introduce significantly less new road than does the local approach, using a strictly greedy algorithm.
D. Geometric Optimization
The solutions of the topological optimization problem minimize the total length of new accesses, subject to the constraint that the block is made universally accessible. As a consequence only tree graphs are introduced into the block in the strict case (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) . This means that no through--ways are introduced by this procedure, a feature not typical of many real neighborhoods, see however Ref. (Hochschild, 2015) . As a consequence, travel distances on the topologically optimized network can be much larger than the geometric distance between two places.
To address this problem, we define a second geometric optimization problem that deals with improving performance (travel distance) along a gradation of construction costs.
We define an × travel distance matrix, , where n is the number of parcels in the block.
This matrix has entries Tij given by the minimum distance traveled between parcels i and j along roads and paths. This matrix is traceless and positive. We define the average travel
! ! , to be the average over all entries of . Note that the travel cost matrix is a non--trivial function of the block configuration and its paths, and in general needs to be evaluated computationally for each block configuration.
The geometric optimization problem is defined as that of finding the optimal block access network, P*, that minimizes average travel distances under certain constraints.
Typically, we take as a starting point the access network achieved as the solution to the topological optimization problem. From this, we are guaranteed a finite upper bound for .
The general geometric optimization problem is computationally intractable for large blocks as it requires the evaluation of a combinatorial number of access configurations (Meyerson and Tagiku, 2009 ). In practice, however, most of these configurations yield small gains in travel distance. The greatest gains are to be obtained by connecting close--by culs--de--sac.
Thus, an algorithm for constructing new paths so as to have the greatest reduction in average travel distance is as follows: We identify the parcel for which the ratio of the geometric distance to all parcels to the on network travel distance is minimal. This parcel p* is least well connected to the access network in the sense that the travel time from p* to the rest of the neighborhood via roads and paths is comparatively much longer than the geometric distance "as the crow flies". Once we have selected p*, we identify the node v on the access network with the minimum geometric distance to p* and we construct the shortest path between p* and v. Note that this process guarantees that we create a through--fare, which bisects the block. We then evaluate the travel cost matrix reflecting the new path and compute the now reduced average travel cost . The process can be repeated until a desired average travel distance is reached, or to exhaust a given budget with the maximal reduction of average travel costs.
Results
We now provide a series of examples from real neighborhoods in several developing cities to illustrate how a topological analysis can reveal the absence of accesses to places within a slum, and how this problem is solved via optimal reblocking creating as output a new neighborhood map where all structures are accessible. Figure 1 shows a single block from Epworth (Harare, Zimbabwe). The seven parcels that are not accessible by road are highlighted in red. Existing roads encircling the block are shown with bold black lines. Applying the weak dual graph construction (Materials and Methods) to this block demonstrates that it has complexity, k=4 ( Figure 1B) . Figure 2 shows the block complexity for all blocks in a large section of the Epworth neighborhood, and Figure 3 shows the share of blocks and parcels in this neighborhood in each complexity class. Note that there is a broad distribution of the complexity of each block in this neighborhood: 30% of parcels and 51% of blocks are in complexity class k=2 or lower, and are already accessible, as is typical of planned or developed neighborhoods. The remaining blocks are not universally accessible, and so 70% of parcels are contained in blocks where infrastructure access is a significant problem. Blocks of different complexities are also heterogeneously distributed throughout the neighborhood, so that the problem of reblocking different parts of the neighborhood presents varying levels of difficulty. Finally, Figure 4 shows a much larger and more spatially complex block in Khayelitsha (Cape Town, South Africa), with 538 parcels, of which only 149 have direct road access. This block's complexity is k=11, meaning that some places can only be reached by crossing through a minimum of five other parcels.
A. Classifying Neighborhoods by Block Complexity
B. Reducing Block Complexity via Topological Optimization
The perspective of strict optimization described in Materials and Methods could be pursued further, but to prove that a solution is the exact optimum requires exhaustive search, which is prohibitively slow and expensive for large blocks (Meyerson and Tagiku, 2009 ). In addition, the strict result is not likely to be the best practical solution because of other local considerations, which the algorithm cannot incorporate. These have come up in our discussions with resident associations and city agencies, especially in Mumbai, India.
As such, in this section we emphasize the generation of an ensemble of possible access networks that can be discussed and edited by policy makers and residents. We call this the statistical optimization problem.
The statistical optimization problem seeks to identify a set of path configurations that includes the solution of the strict optimization problem but also allows for other statistically small amounts of infrastructure to be introduced into the block. Because there may be many configurations of paths that are not strictly the shortest but that may have other advantages, this leads to a more flexible and realistic set of possible solutions. In practice, the statistical variation introduced by this approach also means the length minimization algorithm can avoid being stuck in local minima, and so , in practice, it often finds results that introduce significantly less new road than does the strictly local approach.
This optimization problem makes use of methods of statistical physics by defining a statistical distribution of neighborhood path configurations and sampling it using well--known Monte Carlo techniques of importance sampling (Binder and Heermann, 2010) . As emphasized earlier, any given path (strictly optimal or not) is not likely to be an appropriate solution in a particular case because of local social and physical conditions, which can only be fully understood by people who live in that community. Thus, generating a broad sample of potential solutions provides the technical information that residents can use as a point of departure to solve problems of access in a real context. Figure 1 demonstrates the process of successively reducing the block complexity, k, for our example block from Epworth. Figure 1A shows the initial block layout, and Figure   1B shows the successive weak dual graphs, demonstrating that k = 4. The first path added reduces the number of interior parcels from 7 to 6. Each successive path reduces the number of parcels represented in the S3 graph by at least one, until in the final panel the block is universally accessible and k = 2. In this example (calculated with α = 10), 107 meters of new accesses have been added. Figure 4 , from Khayelitsha, shows that there are four parcels represented in the 11 th dual (colored yellow), but they are grouped into two clusters, and so only two new paths are necessary to reduce k from 11 to 9. A third path reaches the cluster of parcels in the 9 th dual (orange) that are not near any parcels in the 11 th dual. This third path reduces k to 7.
By targeting the parcels represented in Sk at each step, the most direct path possible is built to serve the parcels that are most difficult to access. This process of local optimization with some consideration of the global structure creates direct paths for deeply interior parcels to access the path system, which thus also benefits all of the parcels that border the path.
This statistical method finds solutions that have shorter distances of road than the strict approach in up to twenty percent of runs (see Figure 7 and Figure 8 ). The distributions of new road lengths obtained by choosing various α = 1,5,10 and 50 show that, as α grows larger, the mean of the distribution approaches 94.5m and the variance decreases. For α = 5,10 and 50, the statistical approach identified some solutions, which beat the greedy descent derivation of the strict solution. α = 10 was the parameter value with the highest probability of beating the strict solution, and also yielded the absolute best solution: 79 meters. For α = 100, every statistical solution found in 60 runs exactly matches the strict solution, demonstrating that in the limit as α goes to infinity, the probabilistic solution approaches the strictly greedy solution. Figure 4 with α = 5, 10, 50 and 100. As with the Epworth block, as α grows larger, the mean approaches the strict solution (1339 meters) and the variance decreases. Setting α = 100 gives a nearly 60% chance of beating the strict solution, the highest probability of all α values that have been tested. This is a very strong preference for short paths, but one that still does not select the shortest path at every opportunity. When α = 500, in 18 runs, only one solution was not identical to the strict solution.
C. Reducing Travel Distance via Geometric Optimization
We have explained in Materials and Methods how different access configurations can be generated statistically to solve the topological optimization problem of granting access to each parcel in a city block. As we have discussed above, real city street networks lie on a continuum of morphologies between the two extremes of tree--like graph structures and fully connected (spatial, planar) networks. These two network extremes constitute the minimum and maximum number of links between a given number of nodes in a connected graph, respectively. Along this continuum one can define measures of network efficiency (Latora and Marchiori, 2003) , "meshed--ness" coefficients (Cardillo et al., 2006; Porta et al., 2006) and the balance between the information required to navigate the space and the distance of travel (Gastner and Newman, 2006; Masucci et al., 2009 ) as possible targets of optimization for any street network design.
Section D of Materials and Methods described a geometric optimization procedure
showing one possible mechanism for how informal neighborhoods may gradually evolve to become more similar to formal neighborhoods in their spatial layout and geometry. We have formalized an algorithm for making near optimal choices for reducing , with minimal construction of new path infrastructure. New paths could be iteratively constructed until a given budget has been exhausted, minimizing given a budget constraint. Alternatively, new paths could be constructed until a desired has been achieved, thus meeting the objective of a specified reduction in travel costs with minimal new infrastructure. Finally, construction could continue until proposed new paths fail to meet a threshold of the ratio of new infrastructure cost to the benefits of reduced travel distances.
The over--the--network travel distance between any two parcels in a block is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 as matrices in which parcels are ordered according to a hierarchical clustering procedure (Hierarchical clustering, 2015; Johnson, 1967) . This groups together parcels that are connected by short travel distances, which appear as darker blue matrix blocks. Parcels that are distant appear as orange and red entries in the same matrix. The latter are the primary target distances to be reduced by the geometric optimization described here. Figure 10 shows the neighborhood layout and the matrix of parcel--to--parcel travel distance, in meters, for several possible path configurations for the Epworth block of Figure   1 . Figure 10A shows the solution to the topological optimization problem; panels B -D demonstrate the subsequent geometric optimization algorithm. The centroids of the two most distant parcels in this neighborhood are 170m apart, significantly smaller than the maximum on--road travel distance of 295m in the minimally connected case. The average travel distance decreases from 101m in the minimally connected case to 85m after a bisecting path of 41m is introduced. The second bisection, 75m long, reduces to 73m. The third bisecting path has is 70m long and reduces to 68m. For this neighborhood, the all--to--all minimal value of is 45m. Figure 11 shows the neighborhood layout and the matrix of parcel--to--parcel travel distance, in meters, for several possible path configurations for the Khayelitsha block of Figure 4 . Figure 11B --C shows the travel cost matrix for this neighborhood after several through--fare paths have been introduced based on that same topological solution. The initial value (the result of the topological optimization described in Section D) is 181m, which is reduced to 162m after one bisection. The second bisection lowers to 145m, the third to 143m, and the fourth to 141m. These bisections introduce a total of 46m of new paths, relative to 1337m needed for the initial topological solution.
D. Practical Considerations
In addition to identifying the mathematical algorithms necessary to solve the topological optimization problem, several other practical considerations influence the preferred universal access solutions. These become an issue for practical applications of the algorithms developed here and are the focus of our efforts to make them easy to use in real world situations. First, some access path must always exist for every place of work and residence. Second, users may have local knowledge or preferences about where new paths should be, including existing unmapped pathways. Third, some locations may be unsuitable for path construction. In this section, we address how these practical considerations can be addressed by adjusting the inputs to the algorithm.
On the issue of existing paths, it is clearly the case than any place of work or habitation must have some method, however difficult and narrow, of access and egress.
However, in many slums and informal settlements, these accesses are too narrow for construction of water pipes, sanitation services, or access by emergency services like police, health or fire protection. Given detailed enough maps, such narrow paths can be identified and potentially used as the basis for preferred universal access solutions.
The detailed map of Mankhurd Phule Nagar shown in Figure 5 provides measurements of all the spaces between structures that could be used as pathways. Some paths are as narrow as 30cm, a functional minimum for pedestrian movement. Note that, although some path segments deep in the settlement are over 2m wide and thus locally sufficient for sanitation or vehicle access, these paths do not typically provide continuous access to the outside. Very few parcels in this settlement are potentially accessible by continuous paths of widths greater than one meter, a minimum condition for emergency access or access to improved sanitation services.
These disconnected pathways could be incorporated into the topological solution in a very straightforward manner. The edges corresponding a pre--existing path can be defined as paths in the input to the reblocking algorithm described, and will then be automatically incorporated into the results that are returned. Preferences for paths to be placed in particular locations based on local knowledge and preferences can be handled in an identical manner: if the edges corresponding to the preferred path are defined as paths in the problem's input map, these paths will be automatically included in all results.
Finally, there may be locations in a slum or informal settlements that are not suitable for conversion to access pathways. This may be because of expensive fixed infrastructure, physical or topographic conditions, or other social or economic factors. Our reblocking algorithm has the ability to, before optimization, define some set of parcel borders as fixed boundaries, which are not candidates for path construction. The topological optimization problem is then solved taking these "boundary conditions" as constraints; see Figure 9 for a comparison of the dual graphs for Khayelitsha with no boundary constraints and when the existing wall between this community and the neighboring property is considered. Boundaries, locations where path construction is not feasible or not desired can be on the edge of the block like in the Khayelitsha example, or they could be interior to the block.
In either the edge or interior case, the weak dual of a graph cannot directly consider boundaries -this approach relies on the topology of the neighborhood rather than any edge properties. Barriers that are on the edge of the block can be addressed in the weak dual calculation in a relatively simple manner, similar to the way boundary conditions can be handled in electrostatic problems (Jackson, 1999) . We can use a mirroring principle to add a sufficient number of artificial parcels to the block to ensure that the shortest path from each parcel that sits on a barrier is through the true block, rather than the artificially constructed mirror--image. In this way, the weak dual still provides an accurate measure of the minimum number of boundaries that must be crossed in order to reach a road.
Barriers that are internal to the block can be handled in a similar manner, but instead of creating a mirror image of the block along the exterior boundary, fictitious parcels would be created along the internal barrier extending upwards rather than outwards.
Discussion
We have shown how optimal and systematic solutions to the problem of providing accesses to all structures in an informal settlement can be found, and applied these techniques to maps of several real slums in developing cities. The associated constrained optimization problem is based on the topology of networks of accesses and their spatial relation to places (buildings). Thus, our procedure shows how to formalize ad hoc practices of reblocking into a rigorous computational problem for which there is always a solution. In this sense, we have shown that any slum can be reblocked, thus providing a path to its evolution into a universally accessible neighborhood with modern urban services. This enhancement of functionalities and their spatial integration through a system of accesses to each structure also emphasizes how the socioeconomic access and resilience of poor urban communities can be improved.
We have made the current algorithms to generate optimal reblocking publicly available on github and created a demonstration website (openreblock.org). We are continuing to develop these methods into practical tools for urban planning that can be used by anybody, from local communities to city governments or professional planners.
As discussed above, several issues remain to make the mathematical and computational methods described here most useful in practice. In every real world neighborhood, residents have preferences that are unknowable a priori to the algorithms, such as places where street construction would be preferred or construction must be avoided, even if they do not lead to the minimal amount of new accesses. We have discussed how these issues can be incorporated into our algorithm as requirements on path locations that can be established as a mathematical prior or constraints in the statistical optimization procedure. While the mathematical incorporation of arbitrary constraints is relatively straightforward, communicating and implementing these user--generated choices requires development of a simple, interactive user interface. We are working to co--develop such interface and interactivity with resident communities and local governments in neighborhoods in India and South Africa.
Another set of issues deals with how much variation around the strictly greedy search algorithm to allow. We have shown that a small amount of variation greatly facilitates the search for optimal solutions and that both very strict and very broad consideration of the length of potential road additions can lead to sub--optimal and likely less useful reblocking solutions. We have shown that small values of the parameter α that are greater than 1 should prove the most useful in practical situations. We have also shown how users can express their preference for street plans that correspond to greater (more private) or smaller (more accessible) travel costs (Hochschild, 2015) , and how such solutions can be found and can generate a mechanism for the continuous physical evolution of neighborhoods. Such changes may, for example, correspond to transformations of local land use, from initially primarily residential places to more commercial city blocks.
In our view, the formal understanding of cities, and in this case the topological nature of their built spaces is not only satisfying scientifically but also useful. Scientifically, it is important to see how many different geometric configurations of neighborhoods can exist that correspond to the same access topology (Brelsford, Martin, et al., 2015) . In practice, this means that any redesigned street plan that creates accesses is one of many (though with different street lengths and other costs). In this sense, plans that create the gentlest physical transformations of layout may often be preferred as they are more likely to preserve the neighborhood's history and character, which is often destroyed by more aggressive or more standardized approaches (Alexander, 1979; Turner, 1977; UN--Habitat, 2014a ).
As we write, technologies and practices to systematically map urban places in detail and with great spatial precision are becoming generally available. This allows individuals and organizations to produce cadastral level maps of entire neighborhoods cheaply, quickly and professionally. Such capabilities are transforming our understanding of informal neighborhoods in cities by revealing their quantitative structure and eventually their evolution over time. We expect that the methods developed here can provide a means to greatly simplify the problem of how to transform slums to provide access and modern urban services and set these neighborhoods on a path for resilient and sustainable development that preserves their unique character and history. The maximum block complexity in the whole district is 5, meaning that any parcel can reach a road by crossing through no more than 2 other parcels. Thirty percent of parcels are located in blocks with complexity k=2 or fewer. These are universally accessible blocks, typical of developed cities. Thus, the block complexity gives an immediate local measure of the difficulty of reblocking and of the heterogeneity of accesses across city blocks in the same region. 
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Figure 5 Access Width in Mankhurd Phule Nagar (Mumbai, India). Each place has some level of access for pedestrian movement, but many paths are extremely narrow and preclude infra--structure provision, emergency access, or wheeled vehicle travel. Although some inner pathways are large enough to permit vehicle movement these wider paths are not connected to each other. The process of the successive weak dual graph construction, with the S0 graph in grey for reference, the S1 graph in purple, S2 in blue, and S3 in red. Note that the S2 graph has two cycles and is therefore not a tree graph. This signals the presence of internal parcels in the original neighborhood map. The S3 graph is a tree (in this case two nodes connected by one edge) indicating that the block complexity of this example is k=3. In turn this means that ≥ ! = boundaries must be crossed to reach the internal parcels. The method of images: a number of additional (fake) parcels is created across the barrier as (topological) mirror images, thus substituting the boundary condition by other parcels, which can be handled in the usual way by the algorithm. C. The resulting dual graph for B: The block complexity k=17, meaning that there are seventeen levels of nested duals; only odd duals are shown for simplicity. D. The maximum dual value (color) for each true parcel in the neighborhood, after the barrier has been considered (black: S1, blue: S3, purple: S5, red: S7, pink: S9, orange: S11, yellow: S13, green: S15, cyan: S17). 
